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eisha is pregnant with her first child. She and
her husband Tom have done everything they can
think of to get ready to welcome their little girl. The
baby’s room is painted and decorated; they are signed
up for birthing classes; they’ve both read books with
lots of helpful information about pregnancy, delivery,
and what to expect when they bring home their daughter. But Keisha still has questions. She’s heard lots of
stories from her friends who already have children, and
late at night, when the baby’s kicking keeps her awake,
she wonders
Will my baby be okay?
Do I have what it takes to be a mom?
What if I do something wrong?
What kinds of problems will we face?
I could never handle what happened to
_____________ . Will that happen to us?
Samantha is expecting her first child too. She is
living with her parents and planning to stay with them
while she works, finishes school, and takes care of her
new little one. The crib is up in her room; the diapers
are bought; and late at night when indigestion keeps
her awake, she thinks about the same questions running through Keisha’s mind: Will my baby be okay? Can
I cope with being a mom? Who will help me? Who can I
count on to help me take care of my baby?
A few months ago, Ally and John finished all
the paperwork for adoption and posted their online
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profile. Last week they met with a young, pregnant
woman who has decided to place her unborn baby boy
with them. They have taken seminars on adoption;
they have read lots of books; the room is painted blue
and decorated with monkeys and basketballs. Late at
night when John is sleeping, Ally stays up—too excited
and anxious to sleep. Besides all the specific questions
and concerns that are special to the adoption process,
she wonders, Will my baby be okay? How will he turn
out? Do I have what it takes to be a mom?
Spiritual Questions Need Spiritual Answers

Every new mom has questions. Reading a book, taking
a class, or hearing from friends and relatives can answer
some of them—questions like how pregnancy affects
your body, how your baby is developing, what to expect
at different stages of your pregnancy, and what exactly
happens during labor and delivery.
But the questions that keep soon-to-be mothers like
Keisha, Samantha, Ally, and perhaps you up at night
aren’t so easily answered. These questions reflect deeper
issues—spiritual issues—and the answers are spiritual
as well. Think for a moment. Who can guarantee your
safety? Your baby’s safety? Who can forgive you if you
make a mistake? Who can you count on to guide you
and your child through all the ups and downs of life?
For the answers to these questions, you need to turn
to the One who created you and your child—the One
who is powerful enough to knit your child in your
4
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womb (Psalm 139:13) and powerful enough to calm
your anxious heart.
When I was pregnant with my first child, I had
many fears and worries. Some of them were specific—
Will I have to have a C-section?—and some of them
were general—Will I be a good mother? Both kinds of
questions filled me with anxiety as I realized how precious my unborn child already was to me and how little
I could control. I talked about my fears with my mom
because she loved God, and her faith had not only survived raising five children, but had grown through it.
When I shared my worries, she looked me in the eye
and said, “You have to learn to go to God each time
you are anxious.” Then she took me to Philippians
4:5–7 and read it out loud to me:
The Lord is near. Do not be anxious about
anything, but in everything, by prayer and
petition, with thanksgiving, present your
requests to God. And the peace of God, which
transcends all understanding, will guard your
hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.

My mom told me to take each worry and present
it as a request to the Lord who is near, and then to ask
for his peace to guard my mind and heart from fear and
worry. I took her advice, and, as I prayed my worries to
God, I did experience his peace.
Now, twenty-eighty years later, I can say with certainty that the best way to prepare for your new job
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